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Abstract: A Corporate Social Responsibility initiative has been proposed as a development plan to CPB-Usobio srl, an Italian bioplastic packaging manufacturer active in the food industry. The project aims to launch a food rescue initiative to increase food security and reduce food waste in Milan. Similarly, it focuses on building community solidarity through inclusiveness and partnerships. The expected impacts of the plan are to fight food insecurity for the vulnerable members in the community (SDG 1 End Poverty); match the food supply excess with the demand for food of the poor (SDG 2 Zero Hunger); make the city more inclusive by involving the community and creating partnerships (SDG 11 make city inclusive).
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1. Introduction

A Development Plan was introduced as a strategy to launch a Corporate Social Responsibility initiative in Milan Metropolitan Area for CPB-Usobio Srl, an Italian Bioplastic Packaging Manufacturer active in the food industry. The plan addresses the following objectives:

1. Launch a food initiative to fight against food waste.
2. Increase food security through food surplus redistribution
3. Build community solidarity through inclusiveness

As part of the project, a network of volunteers is established to collect fresh food surplus from local supply partners, for distribution to people in need within the community using bioplastic containers. As an outcome of the project, volunteers will help fight against food waste and food insecurity while promoting bioplastic products throughout the food rescue and food distribution activities.

2. CSR’s Sponsoring Organization and the Bioplastic Market

Componenti Plastici Biodegradabili srl (CPB) is a registered limited company, based Trento (Legal HQ Trentino region) and in Bergamo (production facility - Lombardy Region) in Italy nearby Milan. Through its trademark Usobio, the company offers a selection of compostable tableware, food containers and other packaging products made from 100% renewable resources [1]. The company’s mission is to reduce carbon footprint by promoting alternatives to plastic and supporting a sustainable food supply chain. Under this framework, the company intends to identify and invest in a Corporate Social Responsibility initiative having a social and environmental impact for the local communities and thus becoming a social entrepreneur.

The initiative has been designed to be deployed in the Milan Metropolitan Area as a Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) initiative required by CPB-Usobio. The community of the Milan Metropolitan area was chosen by CPB-Usobio as target for the CSR initiative as Milan hosted the 2015 World Expo whose key themes were food and sustainability[2]. Moreover, in 2016 Assolombarda, the City of Milan and the Milan Polytechnic signed the memorandum of understanding Zero Waste Milan: "Smart City and Food Sharing, a Possible Alliance" to highlight the good practices of recovery and redistribution of food surpluses [3]. Lastly, in 2020, as the Covid-19 crisis unfolded an increasing number of Milan’s citizens, particularly the poor, people with limited mobility, and older people, started experiencing a significant worsening of their access to good-quality food [4].

Back in February 2020, Milan succumbed to the first wave of the pandemic and it is now grappling with a sweeping poverty outbreak. The pandemic has revealed for the first time the depths of economic insecurity in Italy’s northern Lombardy region, which in the pre-Covid era used to generate 20% of the country’s gross domestic product. The Coldiretti agriculture lobby estimates that in Milan, a city of over 1.3M inhabitants, the virus has created 300,000 so-called “new poor,” based on surveys of the dozens of charity associations operating in the region [5]. Italy’s new poor are people who are not on the radar of Italy’s welfare system, and need to rely on informal, gray-market jobs and the help of friends and family.

4. Methods and Results:

4.1. Theory of Change for Usobio’s Food Rescue & Distribution Initiative

Food rescue, the practice of gathering food that could otherwise be wasted and redirecting it for human consumption, represents a critical opportunity to improve food security and reduce waste. The proposed CSR initiative has been developed with a Theory of Change (ToC) methodology to help map out the inputs, outputs, outcomes and impact, while reflecting the iterative nature of the initiative [6]. This method helped to design with more realistic goals, clarify accountabilities and establish a common understanding of the strategies to be used to achieve the goals.

Under this framework, the Figure 1 below depicts the ToC diagram for the implementation of the CSR project addressing three main goals/impacts:

- Launch a rescue food initiative to fight against food waste.
- Increase food security among urban poor via food surplus redistribution.
- Build community solidarity through inclusiveness.

Figure 1. Theory of Change diagram for the CSR of CPB Usobio

4.1.1 ToC Pillar 1: Fight food waste

The first pillar of the plan aims to fight food waste by establishing a network of food suppliers willing to regularly donate the unsold food that would be otherwise thrown away. The main pillar’s output is the establishment of a network of food supply partners. Such network can be established in various ways:
• Delineating a specific area of Milan (i.e. a district or just a few blocks) where supply partners shall be reached out one by one to explain the initiative and ask for a partnership aiming to collect and rescue their food surplus;
• Launching social marketing campaigns through social networks in Facebook or Instagram (i.e. Milan Expat Group; Vivi-Milano Group) to acquire potential supply partners and to inform them about the initiative;
• Web-platforms can facilitate the notification about food availability and collection time boosting the food collection program. Partnering with already existing web platforms sharing similar goals to access their network of users. For example, the app Too Good to Go Italy (https://toogoodtogo.it/) already has a network of 10,000 food suppliers that sell at a reduced price the daily unconsumed food. Similarly, the same suppliers could also donate part of such unconsumed food (i.e. food that was not sold despite the publication of the discounted offer on the web platform).

Once a partnership with food suppliers is in place, the sponsoring organization can implement a food collection program (Outcome) where volunteers schedule pick up time and organize a plan to rescue food from the agreed partners. Similarly, volunteers shall promote through logos, banners and other advertisement tools the use of bioplastic food containers and other related bioplastic products for the food rescue or for other activities outside the initiative. Volunteers are therefore the bridge between the eliminating food waste stream and the building solidarity stream.

4.2. ToC Pillar 2: Build community through inclusiveness & partnerships

The second pillar aims to build a community solidarity and inclusiveness through volunteering and partnerships. This stream is placed at the center of the ToC depicted in Figure 1 due to the numerous interconnections with the other two streams and with the other outputs and outcomes. Volunteers can donate their time and skills to collaborate to the cause of fighting food waste and food insecurity as well as they can donate assets (i.e. vehicles, tables, fridges, phones). Volunteers shall be deployed in food rescuing/collecting and food packaging and distribution.

There are several nonprofit associations active in Milan and the surrounding area that have already a well-established network of volunteers that could join the DP initiative through an ad hoc partnership. For example, the three main volunteers association identified for the DP are the following:

- Banco Alimentare Onlus is a Food Bank Network Foundation located in Lombardy as well as in other regions in Italy.
- Pane Quotidiano Onlus provides the poor with food collected by bakeries and clothing donated by local citizens.
- Associazione Recup is a project that operates in the city markets of Milan to combat food waste and social exclusion. The beneficiaries are the same executors of the work: in this way a concept of collaboration and community between different people is created, a possibility of intercultural and intergenerational exchange that was previously lacking.

4.3. ToC Pillar 3: fight food insecurity

The third pillar aims to fight food insecurity by distributing excess food to the community’s most vulnerable members. This inclusive act will be once again possible through the network of volunteers that will drive this initiative.

Food distribution will require an adequate venue where the variety of collected food can be regrouped and ready for distribution. CPB-Usobio could identify the venue in the following ways:
• Directly rent a venue (i.e. former shop placed at the ground floor, 50 square meters) and factor in this cost center in the CSR budget (15,000 to 25,000 euro a year).
• Request the volunteers if they have unused venues willing to donate to the initiative.
• Use the public areas available by the 87 outdoor and indoor Milan’s municipal markets\(^1\) (market counters & tables as depicted in Figure 2 and Figure 11).

![Figure 2 map extracted from (The City of Milano, Fondazione Cariplo, Working Group Està - Economia e Sostenibilità, 2018)](image)

5. Sustainability goals and contribution to SDGs and 2030 Agenda

As part of the methods, the proposed project was scanned to each of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) indicators to understand its potential contributions to the 2030 Agenda. The ToC sets three key impacts to be achieved, which are associated with the following SDGs depicted in Figure 3 and described in detail below.

![Figure 3. SDGs Scan\(^2\) applied to the CSR initiative of CPB Usobio](image)

**SDG 1: End poverty by eliminating food waste**

As the Covid-19 crisis unfolded, an increasing number of Milan’s citizens, particularly the poor, people with limited mobility, and older people, started experiencing a significant worsening of their access to good-quality food. Containment measures, indeed,

\(^1\) An authorization to use the space outside Municipal Market’s opening hours for por-bono food distribution can be required at no-cost [7]

\(^2\) (Rodriguez, J. & Contreras, C., 2020) [8].
together with closures of several associations and charities, triggered a systematic, city-wide intervention. Food security became an issue for a larger population: Milan’s municipal welfare department allocated in December 2020 €700,000 in assistance for food and housing as part of emergency measures to tackle the crisis. This year, as the first lockdown was underway, the municipality received 36,000 requests for food assistance. It catered only for 15,800 and later added 5,400, while the rest of request did not meet the requirements for assistance [9].

The project will allow CPB-Usobio to contribute to this crucial fight against poverty and impact the most vulnerable member of Milan’s community struggling with the economic crisis that the pandemic has caused so far.

**SDG 2: end hunger by distributing food surplus**

The percentage of food surplus redistributed at the national level is still not very high. Increasing this percentage is among the goal of the CSR project for CPB Usobio. Fortunately, in Italy, the normative framework is promoting the proposed CSR initiative. The Gadda Law (166/2016) was passed in 2016 with the precise objective of incentivizing the redistribution of surpluses and unused goods for social solidarity, allocating them to people in need [10].

The urban setting favors the redistribution of surpluses: there are many voluntary organizations with deep local roots operating in the city, and thus capable of bringing together demand (the needy) and supply (the surpluses) which, in an urban context, are also very close to each other in spatial terms. For all organizations, the capacity to network, between themselves and with the institutions, is fundamental.

**SDG 11: Make city inclusive by building community solidarity**

The CSR project will generate significant impact in each local community and on many levels, meeting a variety of needs. The initiative will help people struggling with food insecurity in local communities. Priority is given to the most vulnerable community members: children, elderly, disabled - but anyone and everyone who needs food shall be welcomed to receive support.

A key added value of the initiative is inclusion. In Milan, the effort to combat food waste is one of the challenges that the voluntary sector has been contributing with great dedication and incisiveness for some time. Over the course of 2017, 13 mapped networks recovered 123 metric tons of food, equivalent to 246,000 meals [11]. These experiences concentrate on the recovery of surpluses at different stages and with other prospects: in the production phase, in connection with periurban agriculture; at local markets, with the direct participation of the beneficiaries who share out what has been recovered; in company banqueting and catering, in connection with initiatives of corporate social responsibility.

**SDG 12: Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns**

An analysis of national statistical data shows that in Italy, 5.1 million metric tons of food are wasted every year from a social perspective (i.e. not recovered to feed people), representing 15.4% of annual consumption and 91.4% of surplus food. The food waste is equivalent to the loss of 12.6 billion euros a year (or 210 euros per person a year), to a carbon footprint of 13 million metric tons of CO2 emitted in its production, and to the needs of 1.5 million families in a state of absolute poverty [12]. Food surplus and waste are generated at every stage of the food supply chain, but the stage chiefly responsible for forming both surplus and waste is that of consumption, it is followed by the stages of production, distribution, catering, and processing. Each stage has ample margins for improvement, both in reducing surpluses and in their redistribution for purposes of social solidarity.

The CSR project has an overarching goal embedded in its development: promoting sustainable consumption and production. On one side, the rescue food program will reduce food waste and on the other side the sponsor organization will encourage the use of bioplastics as an alternative to fossil fuel plastics as per EU directive requirements.
6. Opportunities and Risks

Usobio’s motto is that Businesses should not only be profitable, but also be responsible entities. Enterprises are responsive to the stakeholders’ needs. Therefore, enterprises must focus on productive stakes in the global economy and include social responsibility “which creates long-term sustainability for corporate success by meeting the needs of all suppliers, investors and employees” into their own advantage [13].

The benefits of carrying out the community development project as a CRS initiative are multiple at both, the company and community level.

At the company level, launching this Project will increase the company’s visibility, boost partnership opportunities and consequently increase sales. In particular, partnering with one or more web platforms will provide hundreds or even thousands of new retail clients (merchants already registered on the web platform).

At the community level, the Project will provide benefits as food rescue and distribution, while involving volunteers, food suppliers, and everyday citizens who will become more conscious about compostable plastics and sustainable food waste management solutions.

As with every business project, together with opportunities, risks might occur. Two groups of risks might be essential to determine in advance risks related to the project’s implementation (risks for the organization) and risks for not implementing the project (risks for the community).

The risks to the organization range from the profitability risk (project might not turn to be a profitable investment for the company core-business activity) to covid-19 related risks (food supply partners may shut down their activities or the pandemic might affect volunteers participation).

Not undertaking this development project may result in a loss of potential market share that has not to be exploited so far by the commercial strategy of CPB-Usobio. The health emergency has seen consumers make the shift – both quickly and en masse – towards purchasing food online. Consequently, take-away food businesses are booming as well as the requests for disposable tableware and food containers [14]. Lastly, without a corporate social responsibility project, the company might be subject to reputational risks as it would be perceived as not connected with the customers and not engaged in supporting the community and ESG principles.

7. Recommended Initiatives

The ToC diagram and its description presented in Figure 1 have shown how the initiative is structured on three pillars to achieve the community’s following impacts: eliminating food waste, building solidarity and community spirit, and fighting against food insecurity. This Section aims to provide the three actionable recommendations expected to make the project successful and effective for both the Milan community and CPB-Usobio.

7.1. Recommendation 1: Build partnerships rather than a solo CSR initiative

The ToC highlighted the importance of building partnerships. CPB-Usobio is a for-profit company. Its CSR initiative requires resources (human and capital) related to the company’s core business activity (i.e. manufacturing of bioplastics products for the food industry). Therefore, launching autonomously the suggested CSR initiative would be excessively costly in terms of human and financial resources. Instead, for the proposed initiative, building partnerships remains the most viable option. Usobio could partner directly with food suppliers willing to adhere to its project, or with food waste web-platforms willing to share their merchants database to boost co-marketing strategies, or with volunteers’ association and the local public initiatives.
7.2. Recommendation 2: Pursue an Agile Methodology as the Project Management Approach

The proposed CSR initiative is highly interactive, it can deliver immediate results and then by time it can scale up. For example, a food rescue initiative can begin simply by collecting a minimal quantity of food surplus (unconsumed perishable fresh food) from only one food supplier (i.e. nearby restaurant in the neighborhood) and being immediately distributed to the poor in the community (i.e. a homeless). Agile is designed to be a highly iterative and incremental process, where project stakeholders actively work together to understand the domain, identify what needs to be built, and prioritize functionality [16]. Therefore, given the intrinsic nature of the project, it is recommended to pursue an Agile approach.

7.3. Recommendation 3: Implement the partnership actions using the Usobio Food Rescue Partnership Map (Figure 4)

While the project idea is simple, its implementation requires a step-by-step approach to minimize financial, reputational, and organizational risks. The Food Rescue Partnership Map was designed as a decision flowchart to facilitate building up the networks with simple iterative steps. There are two key success factors: Establishing a network of volunteers and establishing a network of food suppliers.

For the first one (establishing a network of volunteers), the association Recup⁴ appears to be the best option for CPB-Usobio among the various volunteers association listed previously. Recup, is a social promotion association founded in 2015 and committed to fighting food waste, through the recovery and redistribution of unsold food from Municipal Markets of Milan.

The association has already a clear and limited area of action (11 municipal markets); volunteers are trained and already well known among the merchants of the markets; the association shares the vision and the mission of the proposed CSR initiative. Moreover, food operation centers are areas available within the markets that the association is already using for collection and distribution.

---

⁴ https://associazionerecup.org/
For the second one (establishing a network of supply partners) among the various options using the web platform toogoodtogo is the best option to achieve several food supply partners quickly. According to the website, one thousand one hundred food suppliers (merchants) in Milan have already joined the platform and sell unsold food through the application by preparing food portions placed in “magic” boxes, ready to be collected by the customer. Moreover, toogoodtogo launched a campaign called “patto contro lo spreco alimentare – deal against food waste” and is willing to partner with initiatives related to food waste or environmental awareness.

CPB-Usobio could benefit from co-marketing activities, promoting the initiative directly on the web platform and attracting potential food supply partners and potential new customers Usobio’s. As the app toogoodtogo does not provide any logistic support to partners merchants (food containers, boxes, bags), the packaging could become, therefore, a business opportunity for CPB-Usobio.

8. Funding required, sources and processes

Based on the CSR budget information provided by CPB-Usobio, the business plan in Table 1, depicts the key elements to make the CSR initiative self-sustainable and potentially profitable in monetary terms for the sponsoring organization. Key assumptions refer to the target amount of increased sales because of the initiative. The Sponsoring Client will have the possibility to modify key assumptions and adapt the business plan accordingly to evaluate the potential return on investment. The initiative will be a 100% voluntary driven initiative reducing, therefore, the investment costs for CPB-Usobio. The required funding sources can be referred to three main cost centers: Human Resources, Assets & Communication, and Sponsoring.

The baseline idea is to convert the usual budget for advertisement (30k-60k euro a year) into a single CSR initiative. Based on the conducted analysis, the initiative will have a return in terms of reputation, visibility, and market share (sales) for the sponsoring organization and social and environmental benefits for the community.

Based on the assumption and the data provided, the IRR (internal rate of return is foreseen at 3.32% corresponding to an equivalent of 5 additional medium site client for CPB-Usobio.

Table 1 Business Plan for Pilot Project CPB-Usobio

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Income &amp; Expenses values in euro</th>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
<th>Year 3</th>
<th>Year 4</th>
<th>Year 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Additional tableware (Sales target)</td>
<td>600.000</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional quantity sold through the CSR</td>
<td>10.000</td>
<td>120.000</td>
<td>270.000</td>
<td>480.000</td>
<td>600.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Price per packaging sold</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Margin (Revenues -30% production costs)</td>
<td>1.750</td>
<td>21.000</td>
<td>47.250</td>
<td>84.000</td>
<td>105.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenses (Communication, Sponsor, HR)</td>
<td>-24.000</td>
<td>-64.000</td>
<td>-39.000</td>
<td>-39.000</td>
<td>-39.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Profit</td>
<td>-22.250</td>
<td>-43.000</td>
<td>8.250</td>
<td>45.000</td>
<td>66.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income taxes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-3.300</td>
<td>-18.000</td>
<td>-26.400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Profit</td>
<td>-22.250</td>
<td>-43.000</td>
<td>4.950</td>
<td>27.000</td>
<td>39.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Rate of Return</td>
<td>3.32%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 https://toogoodtogo.it/it
6 CPB Usobio has identified a budget between Euro 30K and Euro 60K (yearly) available for the Corporate Social Responsibility initiative
7 The initiative shall begin in September 2021, therefore the year 1 shall be only 4 months.
9. Conclusions

The proposed CSR initiative depicted in this DP intends to be an example of social entrepreneurship: CPB-Usobio will sponsor a series of initiatives and partnerships that will produce positive feedback in terms of sustainability and that will generate a return as well on investment for the client’s market share, visibility and business opportunity.

The expected impacts of the plan can be associated with three key Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs):

• Fight food insecurity for the most vulnerable in the community most hit by the pandemic and the economic crisis (SDG 1 End Poverty)
• Match the food supply excess with the demand for food of the poor in the local community (SDG 2 Zero Hunger).
• Make the city more inclusive by involving the community and creating a sense of common cause and partnership (SDG 11 make city inclusive).

The project indirectly supports SDG12 as the initiative will promote sustainable waste management solutions within the community using bioplastic or other compostable products in the food supply chain and improve recycling practice or reduce food waste.

The project demonstrate how Social Entrepreneurship initiatives can be also financially self-sustainable as the sponsoring organization will have the possibility to expand its client base through a CSR project. Additionally, the Project demonstrates that Social Entrepreneurship can produce positive feedback loops in any context. The Covid-19 pandemic showed how poverty is affecting also new categories of our society, namely the “new poor” also in developed realities. Stakeholders such as CPB Usobio srl can make the difference adopting new technologies (web platforms & digital database) and benefiting from partnership agreements, networking and inclusiveness.
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